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Introduction. Let D be an «-dimensional domain with boundary S, let „

be a density function defined on S, and let P be a fixed point in D. As is well

known, if S is a sphere and P is its center, then for any harmonic function in

7), continuous in D-\-S,

(0.1) u(P)=  f u(Q)ß(Q)dSQ,
J s

where „((?)= const depending on n. In this paper we consider the converse

problem, namely: Suppose (0.1) holds for all harmonic functions, is S neces-

sarily a sphere with center P (and consequently „^const)? The answer is in

general negative, unless some assumptions are made on „. Thus, (0.1) is

always satisfied with „(Q) = —dG(P, Q)/dv, G being Green's function of the

Laplace equation in D and v being the outward normal to 5.

Denoting by A and 73 any two points on 5 which are furthest and nearest

to P respectively, we prove (in §§1, 2) that if ß(A) 2ï„(73) then S is necessarily

a sphere with center P. Some differentiability assumptions are made on the

behavior of S in some neighborhoods of the points A, 73.

The condition „(^4) ^„(73) is a sharp condition, and this fact is used (in

§3) to derive an application (of §§1, 2) to conformai mappings.

We further consider (in §4) an analogous mean value problem with re-

spect to solids, namely, if

(0.2) u(P) =   f u(Q)ß(Q)dVQ

holds for all harmonic functions, is S necessarily a sphere with center PI The

answer is in the affirmative, provided (again) „ satisfies some conditions

(which, this time, involve the knowledge of „ in the whole domain D). The

special case where D is convex, „=.const and w = 2 was previously solved by

Brodel [O]. His method, which is entirely different from ours, can easily be

extended to the case w>2, but it cannot be extended to general D and „•

In §5 we generalize the results of §§1, 2, 4 to the case of solutions of the

heat equation. The outline of the results and methods is analogous to the

harmonic case, but new technical ideas are employed.
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Finally, in §6, we briefly mention some typical situations arising in the

case of solutions of the wave equation.

1. Mean values on hypersurfaces. Let D be an ra-dimensional bounded

domain and denote its boundary by S. We fix a point P in D and a function

p on 5 and ask: Under what conditions does the mean value property

(1.1) u(P) =   fu(Q)p(Q)dSQ
J s

hold for all harmonic functions? In this and in the following section we give

some sufficient conditions on 5 and p which imply that 5 is necessarily a

sphere with center P. In order to state these conditions, we introduce some

notations.

By a differentiability class Cm we mean: the first [m] derivatives satisfy

a Holder condition of exponent m—[m] if m> [m], and are uniformly con-

tinuous if m = [m]. We say that S is piecewise Cm if S is an n— 1 manifold and

if it is a union of a finite number of disjoint sets S= E^»+ E E^O' where the

Si are (n — l)-dimensional Cm (in the local parameters) open hypersurfaces

and the Sy are/-dimensional continuously differentiable surfaces, i^j^n — 2;

5,o are isolated points. Throughout this paper S is always assumed to be at

least piecewise C1, and D is always assumed to be bounded.

We fix points A, B on S which satisfy :

max d(P, Q) = d(P, A), min d(P, Q) = d(P, B),
QeS QeS

where d(P, Q)=rpQ is the Euclidean distance from P to Q. D is called a

Dirichlet domain if the Dirichlet problem, for Laplace's equation, has a

solution in D for any continuous boundary values.

We can now state the main result of the present section.

Theorem 1. Let p be an (absolutely) integrable function on S, continuous at

the points A, B, and let p(A) ¿ip(B). Let D be a Dirichlet domain(2) and let S be

Cl+a (for some a>0) in some neighborhoods of A, B. If the mean value property

(1.1) holds for all harmonic polynomials, then S is a sphere with center P.

Proof. We first claim that (1.1) holds also for any function u harmonic in

D and continuous in D+S. Indeed, let De be any smooth domain containing

D and contained in an e-neighborhood of D. As is well known, any harmonic

function u, in De can be approximated, uniformly in D+S, by a sequence of

harmonic polynomials^). Applying (1.1) to each member of the sequence we

conclude that (1.1) also holds for ut. Taking now an appropriate sequence of

(2) Added in proof: Strictly speaking, we must assume that the closure of D has connected

complement. If this is not the case, then the assertion of Theorem 1 remains true if we assume

that (1.1) holds for any function harmonic in some neighborhood of D. A similar remark applies

also to Theorems 2, 4, 5 below.

(') See [16].
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domains 7)e(7)e—>7) as e—>0) with boundary values converging uniformly to

those of u on S, and applying (1.1) to each ut, we conclude that (1.1) holds

also for m.

We next introduce the Green's function G(P, Q) of the Laplace equation

in 7), having its singularity at P. G(P, Q) is a continuous function in QQD -\-S

and it vanishes on S. Let So be any open portion of S which is C1+a. By a

theorem of Kellogg [6], G is continuously differentiable on 77+S0. We shall

need the following lemma:

Lemma I. If u is harmonic in D, continuous in D+S and vanishes outside a

closed portion SxCSo, then

r    dG(P, Q)
(1.2) u(P)= - Y       u(Q)dSQ

J sx        ov

where v is the outward normal to S (at Q).

Proof. We first prove the lemma under the additional assumptions that u

is non-negative and continuously differentiable in 7)+S0.

Consider the manifolds G(P, Q) = e. As was proved by Kellogg [5; 7,

p. 277] the gradient of any harmonic function in D vanishes at most on a set

of points lying on a denumerable number of equipotential hypersurfaces.

Hence, we can always take an appropriate sequence of e—»0, such that the

hypersurfaces G(P, Q)=t are (in some local parameters) continuously differ-

entiable (and, in fact, analytic). The set 7)* defined by G>e is a domain [7,

pp. 238-239], and if its boundary Se is continuously differentiable, then the

Divergence Theorem can be used in the domain. Hence, we obtain Green's

formula

C dG(P, Q)      e        r àu(Q)      e
(1.3) u(P) = -       u(Q)       Y W dSQ +       G(P, Q) -^- dSQ

J S' OV J S' ov

where v is the outward normal to S'.

On S', G = e. Hence the second integral on the right side of (1.3) is zero.

To consider the first integral, we first make the assumption that the diameter

of the set Si is sufficiently small. We construct the tangent hyperplane to S

at a point Ço on Si and denote by J'i the orthogonal projection of Si on the

hyperplane. Let S2 be a closed portion of So which contains Si and denote by

T2 its projection on the tangent hyperplane. Now let T be a domain with

continuously differentiable boundary, on the tangent hyperplane, satisfying

ri£r£r2.
We next construct a right cylinder with base T. It intersects S by S,

Se by S' and D —D'by a set Ve. Let Le be the part of the boundary of V' lying

on the lateral boundary of the cylinder(4). If the diameter of Sx is sufficiently

(4) To be more precise, V is that component of what is defined above as V, which touches

Qo. Also we restrict S, S* and Lf accordingly.
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small, then V' is a domain in which the Divergence Theorem holds. Hence

we get, using Green's identity,

(1.4)

r     dG r      dG C  I   du dG\
I«-dS-   I   «-dS =   I    (G-u-)dS

JÈ      dv Js'      dv Jl*\    dv dv /

C    du C     du
+     G — dS-       G — dS

Js    dv Js'     dv

where v on L' + S points out of V, whereas v on S' points into V*. In writing

down (1.4), we used the fact that u is continuously differentiable in D+So-

Now the second integral on the right side of (1.4) vanishes. The third

integral does not exceed e/| du/dv\dS; hence it tends to zero as e—»0. Clearly,

the first integral on the right side of (1.4) also tends to zero as e—»0. We con-

clude that

C      dG r     dG
(1.5) j   u-¿S-»     «-dS.

Js'      dv Js      dv

Since «(C)—»0 as Q approaches S—Si, and since « = 0 in D and dG/óVíáO on

S', we have

C dG /      r    dG      \
(1.6) 0g-   |        u-dS g max «(/?)•( -   |    -dS)-»0

Js'-s'     dv s'-s' \     Js»   dv       /

as e—»0 (recalling that —fs'(dG/dv)dS=l).

Combining (1.5), (1.6) and taking t—»0 in (1.3), we obtain (1.2).

Having proved (1.2) for Si with a small diameter, the case of arbitrary Si

follows by superposition, using partition of unity to break up the non-nega-

tive and differentiable boundary value of u into a finite number of non-nega-

tive differentiable functions, each having a support on a Cl+a portion with a

sufficiently small radius.

Having established (1.2) for non-negative and continuously differentiable

functions u (in D+50) we next extend it to non-negative functions which are

only continuous in D+S, by approximating the non-negative boundary

values by non-negative and continuously differentiable boundary values van-

ishing outside ^-neighborhoods of Si on S, with n—»0. Finally, in order to

establish (1.2) for u which is not necessarily non-negative, we break the

boundary values of u on Si into a difference of two non-negative functions,

solve the Dirichlet problem for each of the two boundary functions, and

apply (1.2) to each of them. The proof of Lemma 1 is thus completed.

Comparing (1.1), (1.2) we get:

Lemma 2. On a portion S0 of S which is Ci+a,

dG(P, Q)
(1.7) --r^-^niQ)

dv
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almost everywhere. In particular, if p is continuous at a point Q of So, then (1.7)

holds at Q.

We proceed to prove Theorem 1. Let K¿ and Kb be balls with center P

and radii d(P, A) and d(P, 73) respectively. Denote the corresponding

boundaries by S¿ and SB. We compare Green's functions Ga(P, Q), Gb(P, Q)

of KA, Kb with Green's function G(P, Q) of D.

By the maximum principle we have Ga>G on D. Since G¿ = G = 0 at A,

we find that

dGA(P, Q)      dG(P, Q)
(1.8) -K-A2zi^ >*' atQ=A,

dv dv

where v is the joint outward normal to S and Sa at the point A (where the

two hypersurfaces are tangent).

Similarly,

dGB(P, Q)      dG(P, Q)
(1.9) -\-12zL^ 'w at (7 = 73.

dv dv

We next recall that, if n>2,

Ga(P, Q) = yn(rpQ — rpA ) (yn is some positive constant)

and similarly for GB(P, Q). Hence, if rPA>rpB,

dGA(P, Q)
(1.10)

drpQ
7„(2 — n)rpA > 7»(2 — n)rPB

Q-A drpQ Q-B

Noting that the normal to S at A is orthogonal to Sa so that d/dv = d/drPQ

for Q = A (and similarly for 73), we may combine (1.10) with (1.9), (1.8) and
get

dG(P, A)     dG(P, 73)
(1.11) > •

dv dv

By our assumptions on „ and by Lemma 2 we conclude, however, that

dG(P, A)/dv¿dG(P, B)/dv, and we have thus derived a contradiction, as-

suming rpA > rps. Hence we must have »a = rpB, i.e., S is a sphere with radius

P.
In the case n = 2, we have to take

Ga(P, Q) = 72 log (rpA/rpq)

and similarly for Gb-

Remark 1. Since on a sphere with center P, dG/dv is constant, we may

add to the assertions of Theorem 1 the assertion that „ = const almost every-

where.
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Remark 2. The derivation of (1.11) can also be obtained in the following

way: Consider the harmonic function

h(Q) = G(P,Q) -ynr2pQ.

It is clear that A<0 on S and it attains its absolute maximum at Q = A

and its absolute minimum at (5 = 73. Recalling that d/dv = d/drpQ at Q = A

and at Q = B, we obtain

dh(A)     dG(P, A) i_„
0 ^ -=-h 7n(« - 2)rPA ,

dv dv

ñ>dh(B)      dG(P,B)   t ,_„
0 ^ -=-h 7n(n — 2)rPA ,

dv dv

from which (1.11) follows (if rpA>rps).

The advantage of the first method is that it can be generalized to the case

of the heat equation (see §5).

Remark 3. If we write (1.1) in the form

«(0) =   ( u(Q)p(Q)dSQ,
Ja

where P = 0 is the origin, then since u(KQ) (X real) is also a harmonic poly-

nomial, we conclude that (1.1) implies the apparently stronger property

(1.12) «(0) =   f u(XQ)p(Q)dSQ.
J s

Remark 4. From the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that for any, domain

D with boundary C1+", the mean value property (1.1) holds with p(Q)

= —dG(P, Q)/dv. Also, at points A, B of maximum and minimum distance

to P (with respect to points on S)

dG(P, A)      dG(P, B)

dv dv

equality implies that 5 is a sphere with center P.

2. Mean values on hypersurfaces (continued). In this paragraph we

generalize Theorem 1 to the case where the points'^4, B may a priori lie on

portions of S which are not C1+a, in fact lie on EE^»7 (recall that 5= /]Sj

+ ¿22-/S'i)- We need a few preliminaries.

A point Q on S is called a convex angular point (with respect to D) if

there exists a 2-plane T passing through Q and a ball Bt with center Q and

radius e such that the orthogonal projection of DC\Bt on T is a domain T0

whose boundary, in some neighborhood of Q (in T), consists of two curves
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h, h each having a uniformly continuous tangent, and forming an angle <ir.

It is further assumed that each point of lx, l2 is the projection of at least one

point which belongs to the smooth portions of S, namely, to E^<- Q 1S a

concave angular point (with respect to D) if it is a convex angular point with

respect to the complement of 7)+S. Evidently, if A (73) is an angular point,

then it is a convex (concave) one.

For clarity, we now state some assumptions, needed in the statement of

Theorem 2 below.

(A) If A and 73 lie on E&> then S is C1+a in some neighborhoods on S of

A and 73; „ is continuous at A, B and p(A) ^„(73).

(B) If A lies on EE^o-, then i is a convex angular point and, for

some neighborhood S0 on S oí A, So^(E^<) is Cl+a, „ is continuous on

So^ME^«') an<3 for any sequence {Q} converging to A, O^SoCXE-S.),

lim ß(Q)^0. A similar assumption is made with respect to 73 (being a concave

angular point), but with the requirement that lim ß(Q)9£ °o.

We can now state the main result of the present section.

Theorem 2. Let „ be an (absolutely) integrable function on S, and let D be

a Dirichlet domain. Finally, let the assumptions (A), (B) be satisfied. If the

mean value property (1.1) holds for all harmonic polynomials, then S is a sphere

with center P. (5)

Proof. If A and 73 lie on E-^»', then the assertion of the theorem follows

by Theorem 1. Hence, if we prove that A and 73 must lie on E^«> then the

proof of Theorem 2 is completed.

In view of the assumption (B) and Lemma 2, it suffices to establish the

following two lemmas.

Lemma 3. If A is a convex angular point, then dG(P, Q)/dv—>0 for at least

one sequence of points QQ E-S», Q-^A.

Lemma 4. If B is a concave angular point, then dG(P, Q)/dv—^— <o for at

least one sequence of points QQ E^>> Q—*B.

Proof of Lemma 3. The notation used in defining convex angularity will

now be used. Accordingly, the orthogonal projection of D(~\Bt (e>0 fixed)

on some 2-plane T is a domain To. Near A, the boundary of To consists of two

curves h, l2 having uniformly continuous first derivatives and forming at A

an angle ß<ir. For simplicity we may assume that T is the 2-plane passing

through the Xx and x2 axes and A is the origin. We introduce a function

w — w(xx, x2) harmonic in T0, continuous in the closure of To, which takes zero

boundary values on Z1+/2 and continuous positive boundary values on the

remaining pari of the boundary of T0. We claim that

(s) See footnote in Theorem 1.
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dw(xu X2)
(2.1) —!_!_'_» o

dfo

for a sequence (xi, x2) Eh+h and —»^4 where vo is the outward normal to A*i+/2.

Proof of (2.1). Introducing the complex notation z = xx+ix2, we perform

the conformai mapping f = z'lß. To is mapped onto T0 and /i+/2 onto a con-

tinuously differentiable curve / = Ji+/2. The function w(f) =w(z) is harmonic

in T0. By a theorem of Warschawski [13] (see also [15]), it follows that

dw/dvo and dw/dv0 (vo is the outward normal to J) exist almost everywhere

and satisfy

dw      dw

dvo       dvo
on h + l2,

and dw/dvo is in Lp on /i+/2, for any p>0. Hence, any inequality of the form

|dw/d?o| ^const |z|_i (ô>0) cannot be satisfied almost everywhere on any

subinterval of h or k beginning at A. Noting that |¿f/¿z| =ir/ßzs where

8 = (ir-ß)/ir>0, the proof of (2.1) follows.

We shall compare w with G. We first introduce an appropriate domain.

Consider the domain CTo defined as follows:

CTo = {x = (xh • ■ • ,xn); (xi, x2) E To, — 7 < xt < 7 for 3 g i g »}.

We take 7 sufficiently large so that D'=DC\Bf is contained in CTo. The

sets Cli, Ch are defined similarly to CTo. The function w constructed above,

is harmonic also in CTo, and it is positive in the closure of CT0 except on

Ck and Cli where it vanishes. Since G(P, Q) vanishes on S, there exists a con-

stant K3 such that K3w>G on the boundary of D', and hence also throughout

D'.
Consider a sequence of points Q which lie on the boundary of D' and whose

orthogonal projection on T lie on either h or k and for which (2.1) holds. We

can take these points Q to belong to the smooth portions of S. At such points

Q, K3w = G = 0. Hence, at Q

dw       dG
K3-á-Ú0.

dv        dv

If we denote by vo the outward normal to the boundary of CTo then, at the

points Q, vo = v since the boundary of CTo is tangent at Q to the boundary

of D'. Hence, at the points Q,

dw       dG
(2.2) K3-^-gO.

dvo        dv

The left side of (2.2), however, tends to zero as Q—+A ; hence the same is true

for dG/dv.
The proof of Lemma 4 is similar to that of Lemma 3 and is therefore

omitted.
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Remark. All convex polyhedra (in fact, all convex hypersurfaces satisfy-

ing some mild differentiability assumptions) satisfy the assumptions of Theo-

rem 2.

3. Application to conformai mappings. The assumption „(.4) ^„(73) made

in Theorems 1, 2 is essential. Indeed, consider a 2-dimensional domain D with

a C1+a boundary S, and let w=f(z) map D conformally and schlichtly onto

I w\ < 1. Set/(z0) = 0. If u(z) is harmonic in D, then ü(w) = u(z) is harmonic in

\w\ <1. The mean value theorem for harmonic functions it(w) is

«(0) = — f       udSw.
2ir J \w\-x

Since dSw= \f'(z) \dS„ we obtain

r     l/'(z)l
(3.1) «(*„) =  I u(s)l±^-LdS.,

J s 2ir

Hence, the mean value property (1.1) holds for „(z) = \f'(z)\/2ir, and S is,

in general, not a circle. The only condition in Theorem 1 which is violated, is

p(A)^p(B).
From the above example we conclude that if D is not a circle then |/'04) |

< |/'(73) |. If z0 = 0, and if 7) is a circle, then f(z) = Cz, C=const and hence,

|/'(4)| =|/'(73)|. We have thus proved (using a different notation):

Theorem 3. Let w = g(z) be a schlicht conformai mapping of \z\ <1 onto

a domain D with a C1+a boundary and let g(z) be continuous on \z\ ¿1. Let

Zx, z2 satisfy

max \g(z)\   = |g(zi)|, min \ g(z)\   =  \g(z2)\,
l*l-i 1*1-1

and assume that g(0) = 0. Then

(3.2) |g'(Zl)l   ^  U'(z2)|,

and equality holds if and only if f(z) = Cz, C=constant.

Using [14], it follows that we can replace the assumption of C1+a by

the assumption that the tangent of the boundary of 7? is a Dini continuous

function of the length-parameter.

4. Mean values in solids. We shall maintain the notation of the previous

sections, but consider now the mean value property with respect to solids,

instead of hypersurfaces, that is,

(4.1) w(7>) =   f u(Q)ß(Q)dVQ.

In the case of (1.1), there is only one density-function for which the mean

value property holds (if S is piecewise C1+a), namely, —dG(P, Q)/dv. In the
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present case this is no longer true. In fact, let 7(0) be any smooth function in

D+S satisfying the conditions

dy dG
(4.2) 7 = 0 on S,       — =-■ on S.

dv dv

Then, using Green's formula and (1.1) with p= —dG/dv we obtain the mean

value property

(4.3) u(P)=   f u(Q)Ay(Q)dVQ.
J D

Clearly, A7 can be any prescribed function in any given closed subset of D.

We shall first consider the case that S is C1+a. (Then, D is a Dirichlet

domain.) We need auxiliary functions 77, J" defined as follows:

y\ is the solution of

(4.4) Ai, = p in D,       77 = 0 on 5.

From the general theory one knows that r¡ exists if p is C" in D+S, for

some a > 0. f is defined by

C    i-n  dp(W)
(4.5) f(Q) = UQ) - 7«      rQW —— dVw,

J d dr

where d/dr = d/drpw and where fo is harmonic in D, continuous in D+S and

its boundary values are those which make f vanish on 5. If p is C1+a in D+S,

then

(4.6) Af = — in D- {P},       f = 0 on 5.
dr

Since 5 is Cl+a, one derives (by Kellogg [6]) the existence of nd/dv and

dÇ/dv on 5.
We shall need the following assumptions:

(C) pis C^* in D+S and

dt(A)     dt(B)
d(P, A)p(A) - d(P, B)p(B) ï£ Aj-A. _ Al_L .

dr dr

(D) pis C" in D+5 and

frOO     dy(B)
dr dr

We can now state the first result of the present section :

Theorem 4. Let S be Cl+a and let (C) or (D) be satisfied. If the mean value

property (4.1) holds for all harmonic polynomials, then S is a sphere with

center P. (5)
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Proof. We first prove the theorem under the assumption (C).

We take a rectangular coordinate system x = (xx, ■ • • , x„) with P for the

origin and consider the mapping y = \x, where X is a real number.

Let the image of 7) be D\. Since u(x/X) is a harmonic polynomial whenever

u(x) is, we can write (4.1) for u(x/X). Then, using the substitution y=\x,

(4.1) becomes

(4.7) \nu(P) =   Í   u(x)ß(x/X)dx
7 ox

Subtracting each side of (4.7) from the corresponding side in (4.1), then

dividing by X— 1 and taking X—>1, we obtain

r r      MQ)
(4.8) nu(P)=      u(Q)ß(Q)h(Q)dSQ -      u(Q) —— dVQ,

J s J d orpQ

where h(Q) is a continuous function which depends linearly on the length of

PQ and which also depends on the angle between PQ and the normal to S

at Q. In particular, recalling that PQ is orthogonal to S at Q = A, Q = B, we

get

(4.9) h(A) rpA, h(B) rpB-

We now recall the definition of f and use Green's formula (which is easily

justified since £" has bounded first derivatives in D—{P}) to obtain, from

(4.8),

(4.10) nu(P) = fu(Q)[ ß(Q)HQ)
dtiQ)

dv   A
dSo

(4.10) has been proved for all harmonic polynomials. Hence, we can apply

Theorem 1. Making use of (4.9), the proof of Theorem 4, under the assump-

tion (C), is completed.

The proof under the assumption (D) is rather immediate. Indeed, using

the definition of r¡ we obtain, by Green's formula,

t(P) =   Ç u(Q)
J s dv

dSa

and the proof is completed by using Theorem 1.

Remark 1. Let S be C2. Using appropriate barriers and the definition of f,

one can show (see, for instance, [l0]) that there exists a constant K depend-

ing only on the diameter of S and bounds on its first two derivatives, such

that

max
oes

em
dv

< K where = l.u.b.
o       weD

dß(W)

dr
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Hence the inequality in (C) can be replaced by

dp
(4.11) d(P, A)p(A) - d(P, B)p(B) ^ 2K —

dr

In particular, if ôp/3r = 0, (4.11) becomes

(4.12) d(P, A)p(A) ^ d(P, B)p(B).

We now extend Theorem 4 to the case of a piecewise smooth boundary S.

Theorem 5. Let D be a Dirichlet domain, and let A, B have some neighbor-

hoods on S which are C1+a. Let also one of the assumptions (C) or (D) be satis-

fied. If the mean value property (4.1) holds for all harmonic polynomials, then S

is a sphere with center P.(6)

Proof. It will be enough to establish the theorem under the assumption

(C). We recall that throughout this paper 5 is always assumed to be piece-

wise continuously differentiable. We also observe that f may be defined, and

it exists, under our assumptions on D. Formula (4.8) can also be derived in a

slightly different form, namely, there appear integrals on the S<y. The main

difficulty now is to be able to use Green's formula so as to derive (4.10).

To overcome this difficulty, we recall (compare the proof of Theorem 1),

that once (4.8) has been established for all harmonic polynomial's, its validity

for any harmonic function in D, which is continuous in D+S, follows by

approximation. Let So be a C1+a portion of S, and consider (4.8) only for non-

negative harmonic functions which are continuously differentiable in D + S

and which vanish outside a closed portion Si lying in the interior of S0, and,

finally, which are harmonic also across Si, i.e., in some «-dimensional neigh-

borhood of Si. Let S2 be the equi-potential hypersurface u = e in D+S, con-

sidered for such e>0 for which the gradient of u does not vanish at any of

its points. Although S2 intersects Si, still for almost all e the above property

(concerning gradient u) holds since u is assumed to be harmonic in some n-

dimensional neighborhood of Si. Let De be the subset of D defined by u > e,

and let S{ be that part of the boundary of Df which lies on S. Then, applying

Green's formula in D', we get

dß(Q) .„    r ,^ du(Q) JC,
dSq

(4.13)

- f u(Q)-^-dvQ= free)
J Dt drpQ J s«ârpQ J s* dv

-   I ««((?) ——dSQ-   I tu(Q) —-dSQ
J s, dv J s, dv

where S' = Sl+S'2.
The first integral on the right side of (4.13) tends to zero as e—»0, since

f = 0on SJ, f-»0 on S¡ as e -» 0, and fs\\du/dv\ dS = fs\(-du/dv)dS
= fs[(du/dv)dS is bounded. Since f is continuously differentiable in some

portion of D + S neighboring S0, the second integral tends to
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I   «((?) —— dSQ.
J Sx dv

Finally, the third integral on the right side of (4.13) is equal to

e f    — dS = e f —dS - e f   — ds = e f AtdV - « f ,  — dS.
J S2    dv Jsedv J Si' dv 7 De J Si     dv

Each of the last two integrals is bounded independently of e (recall that

AC = dß/dr). Hence, the third integral on the right side of (4.13) tends to zero

as e—>0. Taking e—>0 in (4.13) and using the result thus obtained in (4.8),

we obtain (4.10).

In order to establish (4.10) for any continuous boundary values of u on

Si, m = 0 on S —Si, we use approximation (as in the proof of Theorem 1).

Having proved (4.10) we can now complete the proof of Theorem 4 by

applying Theorem 1.

Remark 1. Theorem 4 is the analog of Theorem 1 to the case of mean

values in solids. Clearly, Theorem 2 can also be extended analogously. De-

tails will be omitted.

Remark 2. Let <r be a union of nonoverlapping surfaces, each being

smooth and of dimension ^w —2. Let S be piecewise continuously differenti-

able hypersurface on which o lies and suppose that the points A, B have neigh-

borhoods on S which are C1+a. If the mean value property

(4.14) u(P) = j u(Q)ß(Q)do-Q

holds for all harmonic polynomials, then by the proof of Theorem 1 (with

„(.,4) =„(73) =0; since we can always choose S such that A, B do not belong

to a) it follows that S is a sphere with center P. But then,

u(P) = ß i íi(Q)dS(¡       (ß appropriate constant),
7«

which is clearly in contradiction to (4.14). Hence:

There exists at least one harmonic polynomial which does not satisfy the

mean value property (4.14).

Remark 3. Let M be the distribution corresponding to the density „ on

S, on 77, or on a. According to Choquet and Deny (see [ll, p. 73]), the mean

value property for all harmonic polynomials is satisfied if and only if there

exists a distribution L with a compact support such that

(4.15) AL = 5 — M,       ô = Dirac measure.

Our results can therefore be stated in terms of solutions of the differential

equation (4.15).
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5. Mean values for parabolic solutions. In this section we shall extend the

previous results to the case of parabolic (or caloric) functions i.e., functions

satisfying the heat equation Au = du/dt. We introduce the notation:

CD= {(Q,t);QED,0<t<r},       CS = {(0, t); Q E S, 0 < t < r}

where r>0 is fixed, and denote by G(P, t; Q, t) the Green's function of the

equation Au+du/dt = 0 in CD, having its singularity at the fixed point (P, t).

Since the analog of Kellogg's result [6] has not appeared so far in the litera-

ture, we shall have to replace the C1+a assumption of the previous sections by

a C2+a assumption, in which case a solution which assumes a C2+a data (on

the C2+a portion of CS) is C2+a in some one-sided neighborhood of that portion

lying in [CD]- (the closure of CD); see [2].

We recall the fact [12] that D is a Dirichlet domain for Am = 0 if and only

if CD is a Dirichlet domain for Az¿ = w¡.

We shall assume a mean value property of the form

(5.1) u(P, r) =   f    fu(Q, t)p(Q, t)dSQdt
Jo   J s

for solutions of

(5.2) Aw = ut in CD,       u = 0 on D.

It may be recalled that, under some smoothness assumptions on S (for in-

stance if S is C2+a), (5.1) is satisfied with p= —dG/dv. If S is a sphere with

center P, then by reason of symmetry one concludes that

dG(P,r;Q,t)- ' = ßÜ)
dv

where ß(t) is some non-negative function (and in fact, positive for 0^£<r;

by [3]).
In analogy with Theorem 1 we shall prove:

Theorem 6. Let p be an (absolutely) integrable function on CS, continuous

at the points (A, t), (B, t) for all t — 8<Kt (for some 5>0, 8^r) and let

p(A, t) ^p(B, t). Let D be a Dirichlet domain and let S be C2+a (for some a>0)

in some neighborhoods of the points A, B. If the mean value property (5.1) holds

for all solutions of (5.2) which is continuous in [CD]~, then S is a sphere with

center P.

Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 1, we first wish to establish an

analog of Lemma 1.

Lemma 5. If u is a solution of (5.2), continuous in [CD]~~ and vanishes out-

side SiX [h, t2] where 0 <h <t2 <r and Si is a closed portion of S contained in an

open C2+a portion So of S, then
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r1*  C  dG(P, r;Q,t)
(5.3) u(P,t) = - ——-^— u(Q, t)dSQdt

7(l 7Sl dv

where G(P, t; Q,t) is Green's function of u-\-ut = 0 in CD, having (P, t) for its

pole.

Proof. By [3], dG/dvy^O on SiX [tx, k\. Hence, in some one-sided neigh-

borhood Si of SiX[ii, t2] lying in [C7)]~~ and below t = r, the gradient of

G(P, t; Q, t) is not zero. Thus, the hypersurfaces G = e intersect Si in some

continuously differentiable portions ot. We now construct a domain C'D

having the following properties:

(i) It lies in 0<t<h for some t2<ti<r and has t = 0, t = h for parts of its

boundary; denote them by e7)0, 'D3.

(ii) It lies in CD, and its boundary in 0</<¿3 consists of a continuously

differentiable hypersurface which is the disjoint union of a, and some át, <r«

lying outside Si.

(iii) As e—>0, the points of a( (and clearly also those of <re) tend to the

boundary CS of CD.
In the domain C'D we can apply Green's formula, thus obtaining

r r      dG r      dG
(5.4) |     u(Q, h)G(P, t; Q, tt)dVQ = - u-da-    I     u-do

7 'D¡ 7„e      dv Jce      dv

C       du f       du
+    I    G—do +    I    G — do.

Ja        dv J'c,       dv
t e

It will be enough to consider the case w>l, since in the case n = l Green's

function is known explicitly and the proof of the lemma follows by a straight-

forward calculation which shows that the right side of (5.3) is a solution of

(5.2) with the boundary values of u on CS.

Now, using the interior estimates of [l] we know that

dG

dv \d)'       dv        \d)

where d is the distance from the point to CS. Since w—>0 on i, and G—»0 on

o,-\-<t„ as e—>0, we conclude, if «> 1, that the last three integrals on the right

side of (5.4) tend to zero as e—>0.

To study the behavior of the first integral, we construct a domain Se

bounded by a portion cr0( on CS containing SiX [tx, k], by at and by the lateral

boundary of a cylinder having <r„ o0t for bases. S« can be constructed sim-

ilarly to the construction of the cylinder V" in Lemma 1. (We may assume,

without restricting the generality of the proof, that the diameter of S0 is

sufficiently small.) Then, using Green's formula in Se, it follows that, as

e—>0, the first integral on the right side of (5.4) tends to
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dSdt.
r" r     dG
I     I   u — '

- h   J Si      dv

Taking e—»0 in (5.4), and then takifig, in the equation obtained, /3—»r,

(5.3) follows.

Combining Lemma 5 with the property (5.1) we obtain an analog of

Lemma 2. In particular it follows that

dG(P, r;Q,t)
(5.5) - = p(Q, t) for Q = A, B and r - 5 < t < r.

dv

To complete the proof of Theorem 6, we have to compare dG/dv at the

points (A, t), (B, t) using the geometric definition of A and B.

Green's function can be written in the form

(      d(P,QY\
(5.6) G(P, r;Q,t) = Kn(r - t)^2 exp | - —-^-J + h(Q, l),

where Kn is some positive constant, and h(Q, t) =0, QED.

We now introduce (as in §1) a ball KA with center P and radius rpA,

whose boundary is denoted by SA- Let CKA be the cylinder KAX(0, t) and

denote by GA(P, t; Q, t) the Green's function of Au+ut = 0 in CKA, having

its singularity at (P, t). We then write, in analog with (5.6),

(     d(P,Q)2)
(5.7) GA(P, r; Q, t) = Kn(r - <)-" expj- 77^} + ^(0, /)•

It is easy to see that G¿>0 in CKA. Indeed, for any solution v of the heat

equation in CKA which vanishes on CS we have:

v(P, t) =    f GA(P, r; Q, t)v(Q, t)dVQ
JD

If v(Q, ¿o)^0 and féO for QED, and if k is fixed (0<¿0<t), then by the
maximum principle [9], v(P, t)>0. From this it follows that G¿>0 in CKA.

Hence, applying once more the maximum principle to GA — G we conclude

that GA — G>0 in CD. Since at Q = A, GA = G, we obtain the inequality

dGA(P, r; Q, t)      âG(P, r; Q, t)
(5.8) -â- atQ=A.

dv dv

Next it can be shown that

¿«w.'itto - [¿[«' - o-"«p{- ^i^J}]]
(5.9)

for some p > 0

(-<-{-7^}))
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Indeed, let Go be Green's function in the cylinder with a base which is an

«-dimensional cube containing Ka and tangent to it at the point Q. Then

Go — Ga>0 in CKa- Writing Go in the form (5.6) with h = ho we then have

Ao—Äa = G0 — Ga>0 in CKa, and ho — Aa = 0 at (Q, t). Hence

dho      dhA
(5.10) T-^T~

dv        dv

On the other hand, h a on SaX(îo, t) is a monotone increasing function of t

if to is sufficiently close to t. Hence dhA/dt>0 on SAX(to, t). On ( = t, dhA/dt

= — AAa = 0. Using the maximum principle we conclude that â/t^/clOO in

KAX(to, t). Hence, A/u= —dhA/dt<0. By the maximum principle (for sub-

harmonic functions) &a(J7, t) attains its minimum in WQKa+Sa it fixed)

on SA. Since, however, A¿(17, í)=const (depending on t) for WQSa, we get

dhA
(5.11) -¿0.

dv

Now, Go can be written explicitly in a rather simple manner using the method

of images (see, for instance, [4, p. 514]). It is then immediately seen that

(5.9), with Ga replaced by G0, is valid, i.e., dho/dv is bounded by the error

term of (5.9). Combining this with the inequalities (5.10), (5.11), the proof

of (5.9) is completed.
Inequalities similar to (5.8), (5.9), hold also for GB, which is defined with

respect to KB. Combining these inequalities with (5.8), (5.9), then using

(5.5) and the assumption „(.4, /) è„(73, /) we get

VKn (     (d(P,B))2)-\
(T _ t)-^'2d(P, 73) exp | -   4   '     } }

(5.12)

L 2 I       4(t - t)

•0+°M~}))
r^n (        (d(P,A))2)-\

* Lt (t - »-(n+1)l2d(p>A) exp{- T^vl J

If d(P, A)>d(P, B) then the brackets on the right side of the inequality be-

come smaller than those on the left side of the inequality if t is sufficiently

close to t (in fact if 2(r-t) <(d(B, P))2). Hence, taking t-*r in (5.12) we

derive a contradiction, which proves that d(P, A) =d(P, 73), i.e., S is a sphere

with center P.

Remark 1. Theorems 2, 4, 5 can also be generalized in the parabolic case.

We mention briefly an extension of Theorem 2. The main point is the gen-

eralization of Lemmas 3, 4. More specifically, we have to construct a com-
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parison function analogous to w(xi, x2). The new function must satisfy the

equation Au + ut = 0. But for such a function one may take the very same

harmonic function w(xi, x2). The domain of comparison is now a cylinder

ToX(0, t). On the lateral side of this cylinder w majorizes Green's function,

as in §2. At the topi = r, w^O, whereas G = 0. Hence the proof of Lemma 3 can

be carried out, for the parabolic case, in a similar manner. We conclude that

the analog of Theorem 2 holds in the parabolic case. Theorems 4, 5 can also be

generalized without any difficulty.

Remark 2. One may replace (5.1) by

(5.13)      u(P, r) =   f   f u(Q, t)p(Q, t)dSQdt +  f u(Q, 0)\(Q)dVQ
Jo   Js Jd

for all solutions of Au = ut, where X is an integrable function. Then Theorem

6 remains true if one assumes that D is convex and that (5.13) holds for all

polynomial solutions of the heat equation. Indeed, using an approximation

theorem of Malgrange [8] one concludes that (5.13) is satisfied for any para-

bolic solution in a neighborhood of [CD]~. Then, by approximating D by

domains from the outside, one derives (5.13) for all parabolic solutions in

CD, continuous in [CD]-. In particular, for solutions of (5.2), (5.1) is satis-

fied, so that the assertion of Theorem 6 is valid.

6. Mean values for hyperbolic solutions. We shall discuss the hyperbolic

case very briefly. We shall consider mean value properties for solutions of

the wave equation in various domains.

Case I. Let K be a conical surface with base D lying on f = 0 and vertex

(P, r), r>0, and let S be the boundary of D. We consider the mean value

property

(6.1) u(P, r)=  [ u(Q, 0)p(Q)dVQ +  f u(Q, 0)\(Q)dSQ (p * 0)
J D J S

for all solutions of

(6.2) Am = uu,    Ut(Q, 0) = 0.

We claim that if (6.1) holds for all solutions of (6.2) (Q varies in the «-dimen-

sional Euclidean space E and 0</<t), then S is a sphere with center P.

Indeed, if n is odd then we know that

(6.3) u(P, t) =  f       u(Q, 0)\(rPQ)dVQ
J rpQ~r

and if n is even then we know that

(6.4) u(P,r)=f       u(Q, 0)ß(rPQ)dSQ
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where X>0, j2>0. Since the initial values of u(P, 0) can be taken in an arbi-

trary manner, it follows that S is the sphere rpç = r.

Case II. Let K be the lateral boundary of the cone K considered above,

and let n be odd. Imitating Huygens' principle we consider a mean value

property of the form

JC  du(Q, t) .
. u(Q, t)ß(Q, t)dK +   1   —^— X(Q, t)dK.
K J K dt

We claim that if (6.5) is satisfied for all solutions of the wave equation in

(Q, 0 (QQE, 0<t<r), then K is a circular cone.

The proof is an immediate consequence of Huygens' principle which states

that u(P, t) depends only on the values of u and du/dt at points (Q, t) which

satisfy the condition: rPq = T — t.

Case III. Consider in the plane (n = l) the mean value property

N

(6.6) u(xo, to) = E **<«(*<) r.) (ßi 9* 0)
<-i

for all solutions of uxx = uit. As is well known, any solution satisfies the prop-

erty:

u(x, y) = u(x, b) + u(a, y) — u(a, b)

for any pair of points (a, b), (x, y). It can now be easily shown, that if (6.6)

holds then the points (x„ t,) can be divided into disjoint sets each consisting

of four points of the form

(x, y), (x, b), (a, y), (a, b)

for some (x, y), and (a, b) = (xo, to).
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